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Introduction
"This entire country is full of honey, that which the bees make in the forest without any eff ort, not only in forest hives, but wherever they fi nd any kind of hollow, even in holes in the ground" -so wrote Antonio Maria Gratiani, secretary to the papal legate Giovanni Francesco Commendone, about Poland in the second half of the 16 th century. 2 Indeed, in the medieval period, honey hunting was a popular activity in Polish lands. This was also refl ected in legal norms, which used to be referred to as "honey hunting law", without any greater refl ection regarding its character or its place in the system of the sources of law in Poland prior to 1795. This work aims to fi ll this gap in the research.
Aims of this work
The notion of "honey hunting law" is used in the literature for legal norms of various origins and contents. Although honey hunting law or various legal aspects of honey hunting have been studied several times before (see below), no scholar has focused on what is likely the most important question, namely the sources of this law. This is a fundamental issue, because ascribing norms as belonging to the collection of "honey hunting law" as well as describing their character in the context of the system of sources of law in pre-1795 Poland makes proper analysis of individual institutions possible. The main aim of
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this work is to present a classifi cation of the sources of honey hunting law, including a conceptual framework enabling proper analysis of these norms. It was not my goal, however, to create an "inventory" of the sources of honey hunting law. I did endeavour to consider enough of them to provide the proposed classifi cation with a solid basis in primary source material. In particular, I did not undertake a study of honey hunters' books of records, as this would have signifi cantly increased the scope of what is already a quite broad work. The application of law in practice by honey hunters' courts still remains a very important and current research question.
In a subsequent section of this introduction, after an outline of the state of current research on honey hunting law, a defi nition of honey hunting law is presented. Next, a distinction was made between all norms (honey hunting law sensu largo), and parts of them which constituted the law of particular honey hunting communities (honey hunting law sensu stricto). The main section of this work is dedicated to the fontes iuris oriundi 3 . Taken into consideration here were both customary law as well as statutory law. The discussion is then crowned with general conclusions.
Urszula Kuczyńska, 42 Grzegorz Białuński, 43 Michał Kargul, 44 and Maria Weronika Kmoch. 45 
Definition of honey hunting law
For the systematic arrangement and characterisation of the Old Polish sources of honey hunting law, defi nition is essential. It is, after all, impossible to research the sources of law without fi rst clearly defi ning what this law is.
It seems that this problem was best addressed by Adam Braun who, writing about customary honey hunting law, argued that it encompassed relations "between honey hunters and the owners of primeval forests and domains, but also between the honey hunters themselves as well as between them and their direct honey hunting masters". 46 This researcher thus highlighted the subjective aspect of honey hunting law. In his view, the norms belonged to honey hunting law, in that they regulated legal relationships in which the parties were honey hunters. To this characterisation may be added (penal) norms which protected the rights of honey hunters. 47 One may add to this defi nition that the object of regulation in honey hunting law were fundamentally questions related to honey harvesting. It included, among other things, the relationships of honey hunters to their domanial lords (their reciprocal rights and obligations), as well as civic relations directly related to honey harvesting (e.g. the sale or inheritance of honey trees). Penal norms did not regulate all off ences against honey hunters, but generally imposed penalties for off ences that directly aff ected their profession (e.g. theft of honey, beehives or tools or causing damage to honey trees).
The character of honey hunting law
With a defi nition of honey hunting law in hand, one can undertake an attempt to describe its character, in other words the place of norms in the system of the sources of law in Old Poland.
Taking into account the defi nition of honey hunting law adopted above, one may note that its designata can be found in the sources of Polish common law (so-called ius commune). These were, by way of example, penal provisions imposing sanctions for the 42 U. Kuczyńska, Bartnictwo Kurpiowskiej Puszczy Zielonej, Łomża 2004, passim. 43 
G. Białuński, O bartnictwie w Prusach Krzyżackich i Książęcych na obszarze Wielkiej Puszczy w XIV-XVI w. [in:]
Las w kulturze polskiej, vol. 5, ed. W. Łysiak, Poznań 2007, pp. 391-403 . Herein also references to other works by the author. 44 M. Kargul, "Abyście w puszczach naszych szkód żadnych nie czynili…" Gospodarka leśna w województwie pomorskim w latach 1565 -1772 , Gdańsk 2012 ; idem, Bartnictwo na ziemi bytowskiej w okresie nowożytnym, "In Gremium. Studia nad Historią, Kulturą i Polityką" 2011, vol. 5, pp. 57-72. 45 M.W. Kmoch, Księga sądu bartnego zachodniej Kurpiowszczyzny z lat 1710 -1760 . Możliwości badawcze, "Teka Historyka" 2016 A. Braun, Z dziejów bartnictwa w Polsce…, p. 2. 47 The role of norms protecting the rights of beekeepers was in fact already pointed out by A. Braun (Z dziejów bartnictwa w Polsce…, p. 3), and subsequently also by A. Żabko-Potopowicz (Dzieje bartnictwa w Polsce…, p. 14).
off enders who damaged honey trees or honey and beehive thieves (e.g. in the Statutes of Casimir the Great or the Correctura iurium of 1532), as well as norms regarding the honey harvesting regale and the tributes of honey hunters (the Statute of Warta, the constitution of 1538). Analogous regulations can be found also in the Statutes of Lithuania. These norms applied across the entire Kingdom of Poland (or in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, respectively) and were directed to people who were not members of honey hunting communities, too.
Taking above-mentioned examples into consideration, the assertion by Przemysław Dąbkowski may seem surprising that honey hunting law was particular law (ius speciale) and did not count as part of common law (ius commune). In his view, honey hunting law constituted, as particular law, a collection of norms that excluded the application of common law (i.e. leges speciales) and applied to particular honey-hunting communities. 48 These were thus narrow conceptualisations, resulting surely from the fact Dąbkowski based his research on published digests of honey hunting law (and so sources associated with concrete honey hunting communities), 49 which distorted the results of his work. Nevertheless, it should be noted that Dąbkowski was correct to assert that honey hunting law applied to honey hunting communities as particular law.
It can be accepted that the above defi nition of honey hunting law encompassed both norms of common law and of particular law. As a result, all of these norms may be described as "honey hunting law sensu largo", as they encompass the entire body of legal norms regulating honey harvesting in pre-1795 Poland. On the other hand, the law functioning in particular honey hunting communities (ius particulare in Dąbkowski's approach) may be described with the term "honey hunting law sensu stricto". At the same time, it must be emphasized that this distinction is not exclusive in nature. Its aim is to underscore the distinctness of the laws for particular honey hunting communities, not only from common law, but also from (likely being part of domanial law) rural law. Norms sensu stricto were often closely linked to the honey hunters' organisation operating in a given territory (their peculiar "vocational self-government"). A characteristic trait of these norms was their homonymity, i.e. their applicability within the area of a particular honey hunters' community (fundamentally, because penal norms, the aim of which was to protect goods valuable to honey hunters, could be applied to "ordinary" residents, who as a rule were subject to the same domanial lord 50 ). Decisive for this distinction is ordinarily the addressee of the legal norms. In the law sensu largo it could 48 P. Dąbkowski, Prawo prywatne polskie, vol. 1, pp. 17, [31] [32] [33] [34] 40 . Cf. A. Braun, Z dziejów bartnictwa w Polsce…, p. 2. Regarding the concept of ius commune see above all W. Uruszczak, Sejm Walny Koronny w latach 1506 -1540 , Warszawa 1980 idem, Konstytucja Nihil Novi z 1505 r. i jej znaczenie [in: ] W pięćsetlecie Konstytucji Nihil Novi. Z dziejów stanowienia prawa w Polsce, ed. A. Ajnenkiel, Warszawa 2006, pp. 19-23 . 49 See e.g. P. Dąbkowski, Prawo prywatne polskie, vol. 1, p. 316, vol. 2, p. 54, [123] [124] See e.g. A. Tarnawski, Działalność gospodarcza Jana Zamoyskiego, kanclerza i hetmana w. kor. (1572 -1605 , Lwów 1935, p. 204 , where the author reported the content of a 1604 instruction by Jan Zamoyski to the honey hunting judge Mikołaj Iwaszkowicz from the Szczebrzeszyn domain. On account of the damage caused by bondsmen in the local primeval forest, Zamoyski ordered that the bondsmen be punished for damaging the forest and directed Iwaszkowicz to execute the decision. Note should be taken also of the persona of the honey hunting judge in question; this reference testifi es to the operation of the honey hunters' organisation there. In Tarnawski's view, honey hunting judges had oversight of the forest, and one of their main tasks was to supervise honey hunting. (ibidem, pp. 203-204) . Somewhat more information regarding be unspecifi ed, while particular honey hunting law, as a general rule, indicated a defi ned community of honey hunters or its members.
Of course, particular law (that is, honey hunting law sensu stricto) regulated honey hunting relations much more broadly than did the law sensu largo. In particular, it also covered questions related to honey hunting communities, their internal structure and external relations with their superiors (i.e. domain owners or manor administrators), potentially also the obligations of the latter to the vocational associations and honey hunters. The norms constituting "non-particular" honey hunting law did not apply directly to the vocational honey hunter communities but were in eff ect as Polish (or Lithuanian) common law. Moreover, norms were in eff ect, not belonging to common law, which also regulated questions related to beekeeping (e.g. as part of domanial law). Both groups, through their more or less universal character, protected the property of people who were casually engaged in honey harvesting, regulated their rights and obligations, yet did not necessarily normalise areas related to professional honey hunting.
It does not seem appropriate to qualify the existence of a particular honey hunting law with the functioning of an organisation of honey hunters in a given community, although as a rule they were interconnected. The foundation for the existence of the vocational self-government of honey hunters, aside from their own organs and courts, was also honey hunting law. One should not invert this dependency. Specifi cally, the operation within a given honey hunters' community of certain customs or customary obligations toward higher authorities (e.g. honey tributes) without any formally organised structure was possible.
Old Polish honey hunting law can thus be generally defi ned as a set of legal norms (customary or statutory), which regulated relations between honey hunters, but also between honey hunters and the patrimonial authorities (i.e. domanial lords), or protected the rights of honey hunters (the subjective aspect), and its subject was fundamentally questions related with carrying out the vocation of honey hunter (the objective aspect). Part of these norms were closely related to particular honey hunting communities and constituted their particular law, and as a rule also the foundation for the self-government and autonomy of honey hunting organisations. It is quite certain that the character of these norms allows them to be described as honey hunting law sensu stricto, because they were much more strongly than others with the functioning of particular communities. They were also distinguished by how fundamentally the norms were targeted directly at specifi c honey hunting communities or their members, and the scope of regulated relations was broader than in other norms.
The above defi nition is based in part on theses found in previous literature (above all expressed implicite by A. Braun).
51 At the same time, however, it constitutes an attempt to order these and to consider the proposition to distinguish the norms of honey hunting law sensu largo and sensu stricto.
honey hunting in the Szczebrzeszyn domain can be found in A.B. Sidorowska, Klucz szczebrzeski Ordynacji Zamojskiej w XVII i XVIII wieku, Lublin 2009, pp. 145-149. 51 A. Braun, Z dziejów bartnictwa w Polsce…, p. 2. It should be emphasised that the author in his defi nition referred to local law (in Masovia), which "encompassed all relations which were insuffi ciently considered in the general legislation of the country" (ibidem), thus a limine rejected in his proposal the norms of Polish common law.
Fontes iuris oriundi
For the sources of honey hunting law, one may apply the classic division into fontes iuris oriundi and the fontes iuris cognoscendi. This work is devoted to the fi rst of these.
Introduction
As fontes iuris oriundi, it has been accepted in legal studies to describe law-making actions, or "factors, which give force to legal norms". The author of this assertion, Stanisław Kutrzeba, counted among sources of law customary law and statutes. 52 It was thus not a set of extralegal factors (social, economic, political, or ideological) infl uencing the creation of legal norms, which in legal studies are usually termed the material sources of law. These were also not the sources of knowledge about the law (fontes iuris cognoscendi), or the actual results of the process of law creation such as sets of regulations or statutes. 53 In the following sections, I shall use the phrases fontes iuris oriundi and "sources of law" interchangeably.
In an address delivered in camp outside of Smolensk in 1610, Jan Kuczborski, secretary of the royal chancellery, asserted that prevailing in the Kingdom of Poland was "not savagery, that shatters the order of things, but rather customary law and statutes". 54 Indeed, usually identifi ed as the sources of law in force in pre-1795 Poland are customary law and statutory law. Although an opposite sign is frequently placed between these two concepts, it should be remembered that they both contributed to the existence of one legal system, in which customary law was regulated by the authorities of statutory law. 55 Moreover, each area permeated the other, not only in the area of common law. 56 Old Polish honey hunting law was no exception to this.
Customary law
Honey hunting law sensu largo
Broadly understood, honey hunting law can be found in the oldest forms of Polish customary law (The Book of Elbląg). These were norms which included penalties for theft 52 S. Kutrzeba of bees, and also principles for how to proceed in the event of a swarm ( § 13). 57 An account of similar customs in Samogitia was provided by Józef Kibort. 58 In customary law in Greater Poland cutting down three trees with bees was harshly punished with the imposition of the heavy septuaginta fi ne. 59 More attention should be devoted to the institutions of honey tributes and the honey harvesting regale.
Honey tributes
60
Tributes in honey appeared in various forms in Polish lands beginning in the Middle Ages. Their origins have not been determined, but it should nonetheless be emphasised that Karol Modzelewski did not believe them to have appeared everywhere. 61 Not only did honey hunters pay these, but also villeins who engaged in beekeeping on the side, also in the modern period.
62 These were paid as a "state" tax, tithed, subjects made these to their domanial lords. With time, the tributes in kind were replaced by a monetary equivalent, and these contributions were regulated also in statutory law (see below). Wax was also subject to tributes made by subjects. "Wisła" 1893, vol. 7, pp. 297-298. 59 The regulation in Art. XXXII of the Statute of Greater Poland of Casimir the Great was based on this legal norm. S. Roman, Geneza statutów Kazimierza Wielkiego, Kraków 1961, pp. 167-169 . 60 The issue of honey tributes has been addressed in a range of works, although as a rule only on the margins. Noteworthy is the most recent work by E. Ferenc-Szydełko, Organizacja i funkcjonowanie bartnictwa…, pp. 31-32, 48-58, 72-74 , as well as older work by O. Balzer, Narzaz w systemie danin książęcych pierwotnej Polski, "Studya nad Historyą Prawa Polskiego", vol. 11, Lwów 1928, pp. 119-125; A. Kutrzebianka, Vesnica -danina miodowa, RDSG 1938, vol. 7, pp. 73-105 Kutrzeba, Kraków 1913, no. 69) . In the village of Nawóz pertaining to the Lwów captainship (1561), the peasants and Orthodox priests named in the act "according to olden customs gave a korzec (a bushel -KG) of honey to the castle from the forest, from hunting and from fi elds". In this document, the captain of Lwów changed the tributes into a rent (8 grzywnas annually; 1 grzywna [a mark -KG] was a monetary unit equal to 48 groschens) (ibidem, no. 77 In light of these synthetic remarks, the question should be posed as to whether the institutions of honey tributes (and to be more precise, the legal norms that regulated them) can be ascribed at all to honey hunting law. Considering the defi nition adopted above, in particular tributes should be dismissed which were paid as part of "the burdens of ius ducale", as these regarded relations between sovereign and subject (and thus were "public"). Thus, the only tributes (and strictly speaking, the norms regulating them) paid by honey hunters to their domanial lords may be regarded as belonging to honey hunting law. Without a doubt, that lord could also be the monarch himself. For example, Masovian honey hunters, in exchange for the use of royal beehives turned part of their yield over to the ruler; they also gave him marten pelts. 64 Of course, tributes were paid by members of honey hunting communities -the norms regulating their payment clearly belonged to particular honey hunting law (sensu stricto).
Honey harvesting regale
The status of royal honey hunters was regulated by customary law. Their privileged position resulted from the royal honey harvesting regale (regale was a term describing royal monopolies or activities reserved to the monarch in pre-1795 Poland). According to the most recent fi ndings, its essence was the prerogative to make use of wild beehives by royal honey hunters as well as on private manors. 65 The regale above all regulated the relations between honey hunters and their superior (the king) as well as the owners of manors (as a rule, the nobility). One can thus state that in light of the defi nition adopted here, this counted as part of honey hunting law.
The origin of the honey hunting regale is most likely linked to the privileges of the monarch as well as court decisions. Bearing in mind the problem raised over a decade ago (and still unresolved) of the origin or royal regalia in Poland 66 there is no way to characterise the process of the emergence (and disappearance) of the honey harvesting regale. Research is made particularly diffi cult by the presumption that the development likely proceeded with diff erent dynamics in diff erent parts of the Crown. Moreover, under constant discussion is the question of the presence of the honey harvesting regale outside of Masovia. 67 With all that in mind, it should be said that the institution of the honey harvesting regale is certainly worthy of a monographic study. Polsce"…, p. 439. 68 In the view of Ferenc-Szydełko, when granting manors or confi rming these, the ruler "retained for himself the wild beehives there. In this way, he retained the right for his subjects occupied in honey harvesting to enter into privately and church-owned forests" (eadem, Organizacja i funkcjonowanie bartnictwa…, p. 33). He could also renounce his prerogative through alienation of property cum mellifi ciis (ibidem, pp. 30, 126) . In the author's opinion, honey harvesting regale may be regarded as a "prerogative to exploit the honey of the entire area of the state regardless of any extant property relations" (ibidem, p. 35); unfortunately, the researcher did not address at all the problem of the origin of this institution in regard to the documentary A range of obligations and rights of honey hunters as part of the regale (e.g. access to and use of wild beehives, ownership of a beehive that was part of a fallen tree) were regulated by customary law. 69 Ducal or royal honey hunters were obliged by custom to bear certain burdens on behalf of their lords. The most important of these were certainly clauses presented. Writing earlier in favour of the existence of the honey harvesting regale in Masovia was Rafacz (Regale bartne na Mazowszu…, pp. 4, [8] [9] [10] . The origin of the regale was associated with the reservation of "honey benefi ts" by rulers when granting or selling royal property (the "exceptis mellifi ciis" clause). In his view, over time (the 15 th century) Masovian courts were to accept the presumption of the honey harvesting regale also for family estates, which led to the expansion of the regale to this type of estate as well. He accepted the existence of the regale in other parts of the Crown as well, although only for royal estates that had been granted or sold (ibidem, pp. 10-11, note 3). Rafacz organizacyjno-prawne bartnictwa…, pp. 11-15) . This relied on the presumption of the regale being in eff ect, unless with the granting of land the ruler included the "honey harvesting prerogative" with the donatory (see also K. Dunin, Dawne mazowieckie prawo, p. 50) . This construction in eff ect was supposedly diff erent in the Crown, where it was the monarch who had to reserve such "prerogatives" for himself. Dąbkowski described an ambiguous character of the Masovian regale. He linked its existence to royal bestowals, whereby he accepted as a principle that honey harvesting was a prerogative linked with the ownership of land, whereas Masovian lords by custom excluded "revenues" from honey harvesting when bestowing land (idem, Prawo prywatne polskie, vol. 2, idem, Bartnictwo w dawnej Polsce…, pp. 6, 16) . Based on Dąbkowski's fi ndings and his own research, Wolski advanced the thesis that in the area of the San river basin he studied the honey harvesting regale arose from the royal land regale. He assumed that the honey harvesting regale included the rights of royal honey hunters to exploit hives in private forests and simultaneously to pay tributes not to the owner of the forest, but to their own lord. Starting in the 15 th century, the rights to beehives was linked with the ownership of land and became part of the ius militare (or so-called "knight-law"), and "the remnants of the honey harvesting regale" was visible in the "vanishing principle of personal ownership of revenues from beehives" (idem, Bartnictwo i pasiecznictwo dorzecza Sanu…, . Citing Dąbkowski, Tymieniecki described the Masovian regale as "partial". This supposedly relied on the reservation of the superior ownership of beehives when bestowing land by use of the exceptis mellifi ciis clause, and so it was not in eff ect everywhere (idem, Sądownictwo w sprawach kmiecych…, pp. 70-71). Senkowski, and after him Borkiewicz-Celińska believed that the honey harvesting regale (in the form of a prerogative to use beehives on private estates) took shape only near the end of the 14 th century (J. Senowski, Skarbowość Mazowsza…, pp. 82-83; A. Borkiewicz-Celińska, Kamieńczykowska księga sądów bartnych 1501 . Buczek rejected entirely the existence of the honey harvesting regale in the form of a royal monopoly, recalling that in the Middle Ages "everyone was a bit of a honey hunter". He asserted instead that fundamentally royal honey hunters and "private holdings" owed payment of honey tributes (as part of the forest regale), and a grant cum mellifi ciis was to transfer the prerogative to gather the honey tributes on behalf of the landlord (idem, Książęca ludność służebna…, p. 81). Matuszewski doubted the existence of the honey hunting regale, which he linked to the prevalence of honey tributes. He did perceive the regale as a monopoly on the production of honey, however, which did not take place (idem, Immunitet ekonomiczny…, p. 159) . On the other hand, Walachowicz, because of the "laconicism of the sources" was not able to convincingly state whether the honey harvesting regale existed in the Duchy of Pomerania or not (idem, Monopole książęce…, p. 156), in many places in his work he understood this through the exclusive rights to the trade in honey belonging to the ruler. Unfortunately, Ferenc-Szydełko did not address any of these concepts, which signifi cantly weakens her deliberations, and the postulate of an analysis of the problem of the origin and character of the honey harvesting regale, especially outside of Masovia, remains current. honey tributes. 70 The actions of the nobility in Wizna district, which hindered the work of the honey hunters of Duchess Anna, was described in 1513 as an action ultra consuetudinem antiquam ac iura praedecessorum illustrissimorum dominorum ducum Masoviae.
71
In the literature it is accepted that the honey harvesting regale functioned until the mid-16 th century; after its elimination, the owners of forests obtained the right to purchase wild beehives from the royal honey hunters. 
Ingress into forests
Ingress into grand ducal forests was customary in origin, under which subjects made use of wild beehives located in grand ducal forests. Along with the increasing control of the monarch over the use of the primeval forests, ingress was verifi ed, and the rules for use of them were regulated in statutory law. The granting of rights of ingress also occurred. 73 The institution of ingress, as a regulation of the rules of use by subjects of beehives located on grand ducal estates, may be counted as part of broadly understood honey hunting law.
Honey hunting law sensu stricto (particular law)
Customary honey hunting law also regulated life and work in the honey hunters' vocational associations. Although, as researchers claim, universal criteria for qualifying norms as customary law cannot be established, 74 it seems to be reasonable to accept that certain norms in force in a given community (in this case a honey hunting association) over a longer period of time were observed in this period and were simultaneously in accordance "with the generally accepted system of values in the given community". 75 An example of such a vocational association were the honey hunters in the Łomża captainship. A scribe there, Stanisław Skrodzki, claimed that honey hunters "had no 70 (XVI-XVIII w.) , Kraków 2013, p. 68. It should be emphasised that Polish common law itself did not have such qualifying rules at its disposal. Four conditions for the validity of customary law were adopted by Jakub Przyłuski (and subsequently repeated by Tomasz Drezner). Having been drawn from foreign legal systems, they did not refl ect Polish reality, though (H. Grajewski, Prawo zwyczajowe w Leges seu statuta ac privilegia Regni Poloniae omnia Jakuba Przyłuskiego, ZN UŁ 1967, vol. 52, pp. 121-122 written law, and whensoever they were to pass judgement, did they only take e x u s u a n t i q u o [emphasis -KG] from their forebears and that custom of judgement by honey hunting law the ones after the others demonstrated consequenter among themselves".
76
Many references to "olden" customs were also contained in Prawo bartne bartnikom należące [Honey hunting law particular to honey hunters] from the Przasnysz captainship (written by the captain of the time, Krzysztof Niszczycki).
77
The peculiarities of honey harvesting (work, and sometimes settlement in forests) fostered the creation of particular systems of honey hunting law in specifi c communities. In areas such as Puszcza Zielona (the Green Forest) in the region of Kurpie, geographic and social conditions (including the existence of numerous communities that worked vocationally in forest beekeeping) had an infl uence on the peculiar development of customary law. 78 E. Ferenc-Szydełko, Organizacja i funkcjonowanie bartnictwa…, pp. 10-11; U. Kuczyńska, Bartnictwo Kurpiowskiej Puszczy Zielonej, passim; A. Żabko-Potopowicz, Dzieje bartnictwa w Polsce…, pp. 14, 31. This phenomenon (describing, among other things, shepherds' courts) was also pointed out by B. Baranowski, Wyrok sądu owczarskiego z zachodniej Wielkopolski z końca XVIII w., "Lud" 1954, pt. 1, p. 538. For more about the existence of vocational honey harvesting, see J. Rutkowski, Statystyka zawodowa ludności wiejskiej w Polsce w drugiej połowie XVI w., Kraków 1918, pp. 298-302, 324 . For the region studied (Sandomierz, Bełz, Ruthenia, Podolia voivodeships) J. Rutkowski determined that in the second half of the 16 th century, nearly 70% of the people described in sources as honey hunters worked vocationally in honey harvesting (ibidem, p. 324). See also: W. Jakóbczyk, Uwarstwienie ludności wiejskiej w królewszczyznach zachodnich województw Korony w drugiej połowie XVI w., RDSG 1936, vol. 5, pp. 47-48, 52, 54 . According the author's estimates, in Royal Prussia, 35% of honey harvesters were occupied in vocational cultivation; in Cracow voivodeship this percentage was nearly 9%, in Greater Poland this was a bit over 10%. In the Nowe Miasto Korczyn captainship, vocational honey harvesting was an exceptional phenomenon; it did occur that peasants or smallholders would lease beehives (A. Wyczański, Uwarstwienie społeczne w Polsce XVI wieku. Studia, Wrocław 1977, pp. 108-109 81 Over time, honey hunters' organisations began to take up an increasing number of cases. There were separate honey harvesting courts functioning widely in Masovia, Tymieniecki believes, alongside the itinerant circuit courts. 82 These were supervised by the ducal captains as well as circuit scribes; the former assumed full supervision over honey hunting organisations. 83 Honey harvesting courts maintained their own court registers.
84
Both itinerant circuit courts and honey harvesting courts applied honey hunting law. In the Skrodzki digest we read that "[honey hunters -KG] had their exceptie [exceptions -KG] with which they judged one another". 85 These exceptions constituted the foundation for honey hunting law, something, which set them apart from common law. Also among Jedlnia honey hunters "from olden times, whosoever dares approach someone's bees owes him a fi ne of 15 grzywnas or is put into the headsman's hands. He owes the court of H.M. a fi ne of 15 grzywnas as well". 86 Of course, the customary law that honey hunters used among themselves, changed over time:
The diff erence from the present-day Courts is that when a case arose between noble honey hunters regarding some tree, bees, or a marking, and was taken to the honey hunting court, and a submission of an oath was ordered, then this was not submitted in the Court, but at the roots of the tree around which the case revolved. This has ceased in present-day courts. 87 There may have been some infl uence on the evolution of customary law by the jurisdiction of courts, but this thesis requires confi rmation by primary source research.
Changes in customary law were not always suffi cient. If "past, virtuous, God-fearing honey hunters hardly needed the law in writing, because they adored virtue, the fear of Gospodarczych", vol. XV, Poznań 1955 , s. 7-56 (review article), RH 1953 -1954 (publ. 1956 God, love, faith, and obedience, they then committed no off ence against each other in H.M. the King's forest, and for that reason used the law and courts less." Generational change was not favourable for the Łomża honey hunters. "Now the young follow and will continue to follow harmful, intransigent habits, causing Damage in H.M. the King's forests, are disobedient and disdainful of the honey harvesting courts". 88 Skrodzki saw the cause of these negative phenomena in the lack of written laws: "[…] if articles […] will be shown before their eyes in cases, then their intransigence and anger must surely be reduced". 89 The result of the eff orts of the honey hunter community was the emerging digests of law.
The customary honey hunting law of honey hunting communities did not require the f o r m a l sanction of the domanial authorities for its validity. After all, it was valid before and after the law was recorded and obtained in this way the f o r m a l approbation of the domanial lord. 90 The vast majority of the law was autonomous in character, and heteronomous norms, i.e. those referring to individuals who were not part of a honey hunting community, were infrequent exceptions (these were mostly penal norms protecting the rights of honey hunters). Particular customary honey hunting law, similarly to the entirety of domanial law, needed the approbation of the public authorities even less.
91
Doubtless, however, is that particular customary honey hunting law required acceptance on the part of the domanial lord, just as it was required in the case of local rural law. Approval could be given both expressly and tacitly (no objection). 92 The formation of an organisation of honey hunters (vocational self-government), 93 as well as a digest of honey hunting law 94 required approval (from the lord in the case of private estates, or 88 Ibidem, p. 8. 89 Ibidem. 90 Ibidem, pp. 7-8. 91 The problem of the conditions for the validity of customary c o m m o n law was not so clear. Deliberations in this area were made by Old Polish lawyers. And so, Jakub Przyłuski and Tomasz Drezner (who referred to Przyłuski's arguments), cited in their works the conditions for the validity of customary law drawn from foreign legal systems -among which there was no formal legislative sanction (H. Grajewski Rzeszów 1998, pp. 275-277) . One certainly cannot conclude that confi rmation of the customary common law (consuetudines approbare) was necessary on the basis of the well-known order in the Łaski Statute that local customs be recorded after prior royal confi rmation; in practice, customs were applied without acceptance by the state authorities, often in violation of statutory law (H. Grajewski, Prawo zwyczajowe w Leges seu statuta…, pp. 113, 115, 123-133 Prawa" 2014, vol. 7, no. 1, pp. 116-118. 92 J. Rafacz, Ustrój wsi samorządnej małopolskiej w XVIII w., Lublin 1922, pp. 220-223. 93 This is shown, among others, by documents from ecclesiastical estates (S. Barański, Dzieje bartnictwa w Puszczy Świętokrzyskiej…, [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] . Józef Rafacz considered the law "regulating honey hunter relations" by the king as one of the elements of the honey harvesting regale (idem, Regale bartne na Mazowszu…, p. 13).
94 See Niszczycki, p. 221 and Skrodzki, p. 8. Stanisław Skrodzki wrote that honey hunters made eff orts to ensure that "Written legal Articles were strongly approbated by the Lord Captain" -referring to the captain Andrzej Modliszewski (the captain of Łomża from 1581 until his death in 1604 or 1605), who, however, did not confi rm the digest. Therefore, there was a second request in 1616 to the captain Adam Kossobudzki (the both the king and the captain in the case of Crown lands). This right of confi rmation arose from ownership of the land (dominium), on which the honey hunters' organization and the honey hunting law functioned.
95 Also requiring approval were laws passed by honey hunter communities, which will be discussed further in the section on statutory law. Of course, in practice customary honey hunting law was also accepted by the state authorities -it was applied, although only in the late medieval period, by Masovian circuit courts. 
Summary
Customary honey hunting law was a particular law, in that it applied to a concrete community of honey hunters (honey hunting law sensu stricto). So it was e.g. in the case of the customary law of royal and ducal honey hunters in the forest of northern Masovia, the traces of which can be found in the Niszczycki and Skrodzki digests. For its validity, it did not require (much like all of domanial law) the approbation of the public authorities, but it had to be at least tolerated by the domanial lord. The remaining norms of customary law, if they did not refer specifi cally to a given community of honey hunters, can only be called honey hunting law as broadly understood (sensu largo).
Along with their organisations, honey hunting law was one of the foundations of the vocational self-government of honey hunters.
97 Both institutions provided the honey hunters' community with the status of a legal entity. Within the dominium the community functioned on principles that were analogous to those of a village community (gromada) and had the capacity e.g. to pass a digest of honey hunting law. 98 The entire community assembled once a year in order to conduct expulsions, and before the assembly honey hunter offi cials were sworn in. 99 Their own law, to a large extent based on custom, was for honey hunters the basis for their identity.
Statutory law
Old Polish law did not have a closed catalogue of the sources of statutory law. 100 The sources of honey hunting law were presented according to the criteria of the authoricaptain of Łomża from 1613 until 1629). Stanisław Kutrzeba (Historja źródeł…, vol. 2, pp. 348) Skrodzki, p. 8, art. 3, 79, 80, 81. 100 As a source of law, I broadly view the abstract act of creation (the conventional action of a particular authority), as well as the kind of "products" of these actions together with examples. Cf. W. Bossy, Zwyczaj ties which in the late medieval and in the modern legal, political and social system of pre-1795 Poland were recognized as entitled to enact laws. 101 The genetically fi rst lawmaker was the monarch -he granted privileges, enacted statutes and other normative acts (edicts, decrees, ordinances, universal acts, etc.). In the later period, the role of the main legislative body of the state was assumed by the Sejm, which fulfi lled this role by approving laws, most of which took the form of so-called constitutions. The king did not lose his legislative powers entirely, though.
102 Moreover, there was also particular legislation, where primacy belonged to local assemblies (sejmiks), and over time, the Confederation. Law was also made by ministers and offi cials: marshals, hetmans, voivodes, or captains. Lawmakers as well were landowners, who as part of their domanial power established legal norms for their subjects, residents of villages and towns. 103 It is essential to indicate those legislative bodies which produced norms in the area of honey hunting law.
Honey hunting law sensu largo
Royal legislation
Within the area of law-making by the ruler, one should make a distinction between statutory law as part of the powers of imperium and dominium. In this section, only the monarch's legislative power exercised in the area of public power (imperium) will be discussed.
One of the oldest legislative acts made by a Polish monarch was the privilege of immunity. 104 Its fundamental aim was to waive public law, and thus constituted ius singulare. 105 The privileges were granted as part of public power -they released the recipient from bearing the burdens of ius ducale on behalf of the prince while at the same time transferring the right to collect these to the owner of the property.
106 Often these were as- 74-82, 90, 157-165, 179-180, 183-184, 223-232, 234-239, 245-248. 104 Ibidem, p. 74. 105 Idem, Species privilegium sunt due, unum generale, aliud speciale. Przywileje w dawnej Polsce, SDPPP 2008, vol. 11, p. 19-20 ; M. Mikuła, Prawodawstwo króla i sejmu…, pp. 64 ff and subsequent references to literature in the fi eld. sociated with the grant, sale or exchange of landed estates. 107 The question of royal privileges of immunity were closely linked with the problem of the character of the honey harvesting regale (see above), and hence may doubtlessly count some royal privileges to honey hunting law sensu largo.
The king, through privileges, could free a private estate from the burden of the presence of royal honey hunters. This type of exemption was made by inclusion of a cum mellifi ciis clause in the document granting the land. 108 The monarch, in transferring ownership of his estate could also reserve the rights of the regale through an exceptis mellifi ciis notation.
109 If we accept, that in principle the right of use of beehives in a given estate was linked with the ownership of the land, then only a clause that would exclude honey harvesting (exceptis mellifi ciis) was a legislative act, because it was that which created the honey harvesting regale. This would lead to the recognition of statutory law (privilege) as the genetic source of the honey harvesting regale, which may have arisen in the manner described above not only in Masovia, but also in other regions of Poland.
110 In contrast, in the late medieval period, when Masovian courts had accepted the presumption the honey harvesting regale (also for family estates), 111 the cum mellifi ciis clause constituted a source of excluding property from the obligation to accept the presence of royal honey hunters. This would in consequence lead to recognition of the honey harvesting regale as in eff ect at the very foundation of customary law.
112
The sovereign also granted privileges what allowed the use of beehives in royal forests (also in the form of ingress into the forests 113 ) and confi rmed or allowed exemption from honey tributes. These could be directed toward bondsmen on newly established royal villages 114 or to the owners of landed estates. Among legislative acts one may also include privileges allowing use of royal forests by subjects of others, because fundamentally the domanial ownership of the beehives there belonged to the sovereign. In the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, the privileges of the Grand Duke concerning ingress into the forest prohibited felling honey trees in grand ducal forests. 115 Confi rmation of or exemption from honey tributes as part of the what were known as ius ducale, on account of its public character, should not be regarded as part of honey hunting law.
116
Provisions regarding honey hunting law were to be found in general privileges as well. In the privilege for Bielsk district in Podlachia (1501) issued by the Grand Duke Aleksander, one can fi nd mentioned that the court with jurisdiction over Rusin (i.e. Orthodox) -a honey hunter taking a Polish landowner to court "over beehives" -would be the captain together with a judge and his deputy.
117 Moreover, the privilege outlined the right of landlords and honey hunters to broken honey trees, as well as the obligation to mark trees and the priority of evidence in cases of damage to honey trees. 118 The rights of captains can be found in the privileges for Drohiczyn district in Podlachia. 119 In 1535, the Masovian nobility received from King Sigismund I privileges abolishing the honey hunting regale for all of Masovia; in that same year, however, this was withdrawn.
120 The addressee and the content of these norms, and simultaneously its general character, allow it to be classifi ed as part of honey hunting law sensu largo.
The content of royal legislation can also be found in writs of mandate. One should not forget, however, as Maciej Mikuła has emphasised, that a writ of mandate per se was not an act of legislation, but an executive or interventionary one. Executive writs of mandate were "directed above all at offi cials and occasionally contained a summary of the main regulations that were to be enforced". 121 Thus they (as documents) can be regarded as a source of knowledge about statutory law enacted by the monarch. In several of these, one can fi nd instructions regarding the honey harvesting regale. Their goal was to strengthen the enforcement of statutory law set forth by the authorities, and so they did not in and of themselves constitute a new law. By way of such an instruction given to the captain of Warsaw, King Sigismund I in 1533 ordered that disputes regarding the honey hunting regale be placed under the jurisdiction of the captain courts, lent priority of evidence to honey hunters (i.e. plaintiff s) in disputes over them not being given access to beehives and established, that appeals in cases regarding the honey harvesting regale was the royal court or the commissioner's court. 122 In 1535, the king fi rst freed the Masovian nobility from the burden of the honey harvesting regale, only to reverse that act the same year, and in the writ of mandate to Masovian captains to retain the established rule of the jurisdiction of royal courts over royal honey hunters. 123 An example of an act of intervention on the other hand was the writ of mandate by Duchess Anna of Masovia to the courts in Wizna district.
124 Taking into account the association of these norms with the institution of the honey harvesting regale, one may count these as part of honey hunting law only as broadly understood (sensu largo).
Regulations regarding honey harvesting can also be found in royal statutes, which constituted, next to customary law, the main source of ius commune in late medieval Poland.
125 Consequently, these regulations can be regarded as also belonging to honey hunting law, however in a broad understanding of this concept. An example of this may be the precedent found in the Statute of Greater Poland of Casimir the Great: Item Petrus Iohannem traxit. This established, as a general principle, the priority of evidence (with witnesses) for a plaintiff in the case concerning theft. However, in the case of his inability to provide such evidence, the possibility of submission of a clearing oath was yielded to a defendant retaining his good name. 126 The case of theft of bees from a hive included in the regulation (furtum apium vel mellifi ciorum) was only the example of the established principle for court proceedings, in the view of Alojzy Winiarz based on the Statute of Lesser Poland (art. 28 Ms. Cz. ZN UJ 1982, Prace Prawnicze, vol. 97, pp. 16-26) . In the systematic collection from the end of the 15 th century this provision was included (already in the form of an abstract general principle, and not as a precedent) with the heading De expurgacione pro furtu apium seu mellifi corum in the rubric De expurgacionibus quibuslibet, among regulations for court proceedings (Najdawniejszy układ systematyczny prawa honey hunting law, even sensu largo. This precedent is found in the Dygesta of Statutes of Greater and Lesser Poland, and also entered into the fi rst prints of Polish common law statutes (the Syntagmata from 1488) as was also considered in Łaski's Statute of 1506.
128
In the Statute of Greater Poland penal norms protecting trees and beehives themselves were included, namely a fi ne of two grzywnas for felling a honey tree (arborem cum apibus incidere 129 ), one for the owner who suff ered damages and one for the court, which was reduced by half, if the tree had been only prepared for a hive (Art. 28). Destruction of three honey trees or theft of a beehive was punished with the severe septuaginta fi ne, or 14 grzywnas (Art. 32). 130 Both articles belonged to the original Statute of Greater Poland of Casimir the Great. 131 The fi rst of these was found in the Dygesta, and also entered into the Syntagmata (1488) and Łaski's Statute (1506).
132 Art. 32 no longer appeared in the Dygesta, and also was not printed in the Syntagmata. 133 This was a result of the reform of the septuaginta fi ne introduced for Lesser Poland by the Statute of Wiślica, upon which later editions of the Dygesta of norms were based (Art. 23).
134
The regulation regarding the obligation to pay honey tributes to the owner of a forest in which beehives were located contained one of the paragraphs of the Statute of Warta (1423). 135 This regulated the obligation of payment of honey tributes based on the ter- A signifi cantly wider range of honey harvesting issues were regulated by the Janusz I the Duke of Masovia in the Statute of Warsaw (1401). Five articles of this statute were dedicated to the obligation to relinquish hives to the landowner in case of non-compliance with the requirements set in law (tributes). 137 This statute entered into the codifi cation of Masovian law, in the so-called Goryński digest (1540).
138
The abolition of payment of tributes in honey by "poor widows" pertained to the order of Konrad of Masovia from ca. 1231, but this regulation, on account of there being no link to honey harvesting, cannot be counted as part of honey hunting law.
139
Regulations directly related to honey hunting can also be found in the Statutes of Lithuania. One may classify these, much as the norms discussed above, to honey hunting law sensu largo. These are discussed below on the basis of the regulations of the Second Statute of Lithuania (1566); possible diff erences in regard to the First and Third Statutes are indicated further.
Art. 3. (Ch. X) of the Second Statute of Lithuania regulated the manner in which beehives located on grand ducal properties or those belonging to other owners were used.
140
The right to use royal forests was linked with the institution of ingress into forests, which starting in the 16 th century was subject to attempts at regulation in Lithuania in order to increase the revenues from grand ducal estates. 141 According to the law, on another's property, honey hunters could only use axes (securis) 142 and hive tools 143 (sarculum) and were permitted to harvest (detrahere) bast (suber) for cord-making (funis), 144 Polski, Wrocław 1960, p. 39) . 143 In Polish: piesznia -a specialised long-handled chisel which was used to widen openings for hives. Ibidem, In Polish: leziwo -one of the most important tools for a honey hunter. It was a single cord (made of hemp or bast fi bre) tied at the ends, which was used for climbing trees. Ibidem, In other words, bark used to cover a beehive. arcubus), which was to increase the effi cacy of the ban on hunting. They could also not take wood from the forest. When there was a fallen tree with a beehive, the honey hunter only had the right to remove the part of the tree with the hive (alveare); the rest he was to leave for the owner of the forest. The rights of forest-owners were restricted: they could not refuse to allow a honey hunter to use their beehives (adimere), they could also not cut down honey trees (alvearia et apiarias arbores excindere). The destruction of a honey tree by anyone (regardless of whether bees were present or not), even if it had only been prepared for hollowing-out, was subject to compensation for damages. This also applied to the withering of a tree due to poor ploughing (subarare). Art. 13. listed specifi c types of destruction: felling (arbores mellarias radicitus abradere, subruere, eff odere, corrumpere), and burning (arbores mellarias amburere).
146 These acts were subject to a fi ne outlined in the same Art. 13. 147 Art. 6. of the Statute contained norms regarding the procedures in the case of disputes over hives and ingress into forests (controversia de alveariis vel usu et ingressu silvarum). The law ordered that the court should settle disputes according to honey tree markings (signum).
148
These laws thus focused on regulating ingress, which consisted (mainly in grand ducal forests) the use of beehives.
149
The Second Statute of Lithuania also contained penal regulations. Aside from the above-mentioned responsibility for the destruction of honey trees, Arts. 13 and 14 penalised the destruction of honey tree markings (signa abolere et excidere), burning trees with bees (arborem cum apibus exurere) -all that either furtively or deliberately (furtim, data opera) as well as theft of bees (apum [sic!] evellere). 150 The death penalty was imposed for setting fi re to forests (incendium relinquere).
151 Moreover, honey hunters (apiarii seu mellarii) were entitled to a diff erent rates of the wergeld -20 kopas groschens (viginti sexagenae) (1200 groschens) in case of homicide and 2 rubels groschen (200 groschens) in case of injuries. For honey hunters' wives, the rates were double (duplex).
152 Moreover, Art. 6 ordered the death penalty (poena capitis) for a subject who alienated (alienare) a tree "outside of his lord's boundaries" (extra domini sui ditionem). The wood was to be returned to its proper owner (restituere).
153
The majority of these laws were already considered in the First Statute of Lithuania (1529). In the text in Ruthenian, analogously to Art. 3, Ch. X, regulation of the use of 146 Art. 3, 13, Ch. X, II Statut Litewski, 192 XII of the Second Statute. In the Latin translation of the First Statute, the regulations were found respectively in cap. 3 (= Art. 3 of the Second Statute), cap. 5 (= Art. 6 of the Second Statute), and cap. 11 (= Art. 13 and 14 of the Second Statute) of Chapter IX and cap. 1 of Chapter XI (= Art. 1, Ch. XII of the Second Statute). In the Polish translation these were Arts. 3 and 4 (= Art. 3 of the Second Statute), Art. 7 (= Art. 6 of the Second Statute) and Arts. 14, 15, 16 and 17 (= Art. 13 and 14 of the Second Statute), Chapter IX, as well as Art. 1, Chapter XI (= Art. 1, Ch. XII of the Second Statute). 155 The penalty was less severe for the destruction of a honey tree (Art. 13, Ch. IX). The First Statute did not contain a law concerning punishment for setting fi re to a forest (Art. 17, Ch. X of the Second Statute). The homicide wergeld for honey hunters, however, was 8 rubels groschen (800 groschen) and injuries wergeld one rubel groschen (100 groschen).
In the Third Statute of Lithuania (1588) all of these regulations from 1566 were retained with insubstantial changes. In 1744, the homicide wergeld for a honey hunter had become 40 kopas groschen (2400 groschen), injuries wergeld remained unchanged (2 rubels groschen, 200 groschen). 156 The penalty was also reduced for alienating a honey tree outside of the demesne -a lord was to punish his subject "according to the severity of the off ence". 157 The legislative role in the area of honey hunting law sensu largo could be played also by decisions of the royal courts. 158 As regards honey hunting they usually referred to the honey harvesting regale. One example might be the royal decree of 7 January 1507, in which King Sigismund I gave his consent to the purchase by Wizna district nobles of the beehives located on their estates from local honey hunters. As Józef Rafacz emphasised, this decree was based on a previous precedent of a decision of the Sejm court of 1505, which forbade honey hunters the use of the hives in the village of Pruskiestany in Wizna district and ordered the purchase of those hives by the owner of the estate. 159 The royal referendaries' court could verify in its decree (and also change, which had a law-making character) the tributes of the subjects living in the royal demesne which could be associated with beekeeping. If a given obligation (mostly tributes paid in honey) were borne by "common" subjects (thus those not in associations of vocational honey hunters), one can speak of the creation by the royal referendaries' court of honey hunting law sensu largo (see the above discussion of tributes in honey).
Local assembly (sejmik) legislation
Provisions regarding the honey harvesting regale were made also by the nobility at their gatherings. After the incorporation of Wizna district to the Kingdom of Poland (1495), the local assembly of Greater Poland in Koło passed a resolution (1502), in which on account of this incorporation decided ut mellifi cia libera habeant [nobiles Viznenses -KG] in eorum hereditatibus, prout hic in regno Poloniae.
160 Execution of this resolution was possible owing to the later agreement of the Wizna nobility with honey hunters (2 June 1506) made at the Wizna local assembly, the subject of which was the purchase of hives located on noble estates. It was already approved on 16 June 1506 by the royal court and confi rmed by the king at the beginning of 1507. 161 On the other hand, likely in 1525 the Masovian assembly passed a resolution (of which more is not known) regarding the right of Masovian nobles to purchase beehives on their estates. 162 The close link with the honey harvesting regale allows such norms to be regarded as honey hunting law sensu largo.
Sejm legislation
At the Piotrków Sejm of 1538, constitutions (i.e. laws) were passed for the incorporated Masovian districts. 163 One of these, De mellicidiis, 164 modifi ed the rules for the exploitation of beehives by royal honey hunters: these were forbidden to exploit beehives located on private estates. 165 At the same time, non-royal honey hunters with hives in royal forests Summaria, pt. IV, vol. 3, ed. T. Wierzbowski, no. 19045, p. 83 -cited after VC) . 164 In VL -De mellifi ciis (IMT 3, no. 354, note c) . 165 It has been accepted to regard this regulation as referring to the abolition of honey harvesting regale in Masovia, see E. Ferenc-Szydełko, Organizacja i funkcjonowanie bartnictwa…, pp. 34-35; J. Rafacz, Regale bartne na Mazowszu…, pp. 65-66.
were ordered to pay the appropriate tributes. 166 The constitution was an intervention of the Sejm into an area that previously had been regulated by the monarch independently, which was after all the intent of the Masovians. Already in 1535, it was the king who granted the Masovian nobility in Parczew the privilege to lift the honey harvesting regale, and later abolished it. 167 Although in the fi rst half of the 16 th century it did occur that the king might initiate legislation in the Sejm in matters that belonged to his prerogatives, 168 this did not apply, however, to the above-mentioned constitution for Masovia: it was the nobility that led to the passage of this constitution.
At the Piotrków Sejm of 1550, Sigismund II Augustus solemnly confi rmed the laws. Thereby he ordered his subjects not to touch noble property, in particular through using beehives on private estates bordering on the Crown demesne. This prohibition was associated with the demarcation of royal from noble estates, and cannot, in my opinion, be seen as an eff ect of Sejm legislation (as E. Ferenc-Szydełko seemed to argue) .
169
Regardless of the classifi cation of both acts, of the whole it can be said with certainty that it was not linked with specifi c honey hunting communities and can be regarded as honey hunting law only in the broad sense. 1520 -1562 , Kraków 2010 It is accepted that it was indeed with the act of 1550 that the king expanded the abolition of the honey harvesting regale in Masovia (1538) to the entire country (cf. E. Ferenc-Szydełko, Organizacja i funkcjonowanie bartnictwa…, pp. 33, 116) . It is essential to pose the question whether the honey harvesting regale in the Crown (insofar as it existed) may have been abolished earlier, possibly as a result of the introduction of the demarcation of royal from private estates (see e.g. the constitution De limitibus bonorum hereditatorium cum regalibus of 1538 and the earlier acts discussed by M. Podgórska, Postępowanie w sprawie granic między dobrami królewskimi a dobrami szlacheckimi w świetle prawa stanowionego do 1523 roku, SDPPP 2007 . It is worth highlighting that among the nobles' postulates from 1550 one can fi nd a request "that captains, if they have committed any injury or infringement at the borders, that after the boundaries are set the captain be held responsible for compensation to the noble whose rights have been infringed upon" (Elementa ad fontium editiones, vol. XXXIX, p. 42 [no. 1235] ). In response to the nobles' postulates, prior to the confi rmation of the laws Sigismund II Augustus said that "around the boundaries there are statutes, that in his power HRM shall discard, and among them those which I order retained" (ibidem, p. 64 [no. 1245] [point 55]). The mentions provided by E. Ferenc-Szydełko from the second half of the 16 th century regarding the limitation of access to beehives by the nobility only prove that royal subjects violated the prohibition on using beehives on noble estates in this period (cf. eadem, Organizacja i funkcjonowanie bartnictwa…, pp. 33, 116) . The terminus a quo of this prohibition, or the time at which the honey harvesting regale was abolished, remains a question to be clarifi ed and certainly deserves a separate study. In particular
The result of the bearing of the legislative burden by the Sejm in the 16 th century was, among other things, the attempt to pass the Correctura iurium. According to the assumptions of the authors, it was to constitute a comprehensive collection of legal norms that would apply to all inhabitants of the Kingdom.
171 Among the regulations contained within the draft there were also two penal norms belonging to honey hunting law (sensu largo). A fi ne of two grzywnas (one for the injured party, and one for the court) was imposed for felling a tree with a beehive (arborem cum apibus succidere), whereas half a grzywna each for the injured party and the court was to be paid if the tree was prepared for hive (sine apibus tamen ad apes aptatam arborem succidere). 172 The Correctura iurium also specifi ed how to proceed in the case of an accusation of theft of honey or bees. 173 The regulation regarding the destruction of trees was based on an analogous regulation in the Statutes of Casimir the Great, subjected to modifi cation in terms of style.
174 Similarly retained without substantive changes was the regulation regarding the crime of theft of honey and bees, although the precedential form (which was still present in the Syntagmata) was given up in favour of abstract general norms. 175 This did not constitute a regulation of a lex specialis character in relation to the normal procedures of evidence in cases of theft. 176 As mentioned above, both regulations were present in the fi rst prints of the Statutes of Casimir the Great, including the Łaski's Statute (1506), and so it is not surprising that they are also repeated in the codex. A passage regulating the rules for use of the forest was also considered in the Correctura iurium, although its content was modifi ed. (C. 763) . Thus, as a rule in cases of an accusation of theft evidence from witnesses was necessary (unless the stolen item was found, or the perpetrator was caught in actu furandi). If the plaintiff could not present such evidence, the defendant had the right to submit a clearing oath (iuramentum corporale) (unless he did not have a good reputation). See also W. Uruszczak, Korektura praw…, vol. 1, vol Missing in the draft were provisions known in the Statute of Greater Poland of Casimir the Great (destruction of three honey trees or theft of beehives). This is understandable, as this law was no longer present in editions of the Dygesta.
Domanial legislation
178
Land owners had the right to establish the law on their estates. So-called rural law regulated the legal relations between a lord and his subjects, the law in force on estates and internal organisation. 179 The literature to date has included ordinances for honey hunters to the rural law, among other village laws (see below). 180 The main form of domanial legislation were village laws or statutes (in Polish also: wilkierz), i.e. normative acts issued by the owners or administrators of estates. Sometimes they were called "privileges". As a rule, they regulated questions having to do with the interests of the landlord (service and emigration of subjects, the turnover of peasant land, etc.), and also contained penal provisions and those regarding everyday life, as well as regulations for the organisation and functioning of the village community (gromada).
181
Sometimes they took the form of economic instructions. 182 Among the provisions of the rural law one could also fi nd those whose aim was to protect the estate's forests (from fi re and excessive logging 183 ). As a rule, they penalised reprehensible behaviour and determined the organisation and functioning of the administration of the estate's forest. 184 They thus referred (although not always expressis verbis) also to those who worked in honey harvesting, in which sometimes the obligations related to forest service were touched upon. 185 One example is the village law from the captainship of Tuchola of 1749, based on an analogous regulation of 1643, 186 which prohibited the cutting of trees "without the permission of the honey hunters and the foresters" violation of which was subject to a monetary fi ne and imprisonment. Honey hunters were given the responsibility of ensuring the prohibition was respected, subject to the same penalty. 187 An analogous passage can be found also in the instructions to offi cials.
188
Similar articles can be found in 16 th century laws for grand ducal estates issued by the last monarchs of the Jagiellonian dynasty. They in fact had a general character but were issued as part of the domanial powers of the grand duke. These were the economic law (ustawa ekonomiczna from 1529), 189 the law on land measures (ustawa na włóki from 1557) 190 as well as the forest law (ustawa leśna from 1567) of Sigismund II Augustus. 191 Under the latter, honey hunters were subordinated to a royal forester, who collected their tributes and looked after the development of honey harvesting. This "system" was confi rmed by the broad review of forestry conducted between 1636-1641. 192 All of these acts regulated the rights of honey hunters to use the forests and their resultant tax obligations.
193
In some village laws one can also fi nd provisions regarding contributions made to a lord. One example was the regulations of the bishop of Krakow for the Muszyna episcopal demesne from 1647, in which there was an order for the payment of a "honey fee"
194 or the laws for Merecz near Vilnius (1769/1771). 195 It did occur that such laws, if they were issued by royal captains, were then confi rmed by the monarch.
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Some village laws, which were directed at subjects in general, also contained regulations addressing honey hunters or protecting the goods that were important for the vocation. 197 These also regulated the question of so-called "robber bees" (Raubbienen). 198 The way in which the forest was used by subjects could also be regulated by an act of division (divisio bonorum) among the heirs to family estates, especially if these remained in condominium. 199 An example of such a document might be the so-called ordinance for the Pileckis' estate of 1478, which Dąbkowski (inaccurately) described as "the oldest Polish honey harvesting ordinance". 200 Although they were established as part of domanial power (dominium), none of these norms discussed were directly addressed to specifi c honey hunting communities. For this reason, they may be counted among honey hunting law only in the broad sense (sensu largo).
Honey hunting law sensu stricto (particular law)
Honey hunter communities did not govern themselves only using the customary law discussed above. Over time they more frequently governed themselves also using codifi ed law. Thus, one may identify a range of acts addressed directly and exclusively to honey hunters or their organisations, 201 which along with customary law, constituted particular honey hunting law. As a rule, those acts were dedicated to honey harvesting. Some of the laws in documents issued by owners only confi rmed customs already in eff ect (e.g. regarding the amount of tributes). These were often issued as a result of petitions by honey hunters to their lord.
Normative acts of substantial size are usually called in the literature "digests" or "compilations" of honey hunting law. The best known is the Niszczycki digest (captainship of Przasnysz from the end of the 16 th or beginning of the 17 th century). 202 It was most likely compiled by the captain Krzysztof Niszczycki himself 203 at the request of honey hunters subject to him, based on local customary law. Much shorter, on the other hand, was the Porządek prawa obelnego of the honey hunters of the village of Jedlnia (1661/1662), which contained only a few paragraphs. Its laconic nature makes it impossible to recognise the genesis of the act. 204 The Niszczycki digest, as well as the Skrodzki digest, both based on local customary law, arose at the initiative of the community of honey hunters. 205 The importance of the fi rst is testifi ed to by having been printed twice (1659, 1730). 206 The honey hunting law of 1614 for the captainship of Tuchola was addressed directly to honey hunters. It was written by royal secretary Jan Wielżyński.
207 In Labuda's opinion, at least some of the passages had their origins in the hypothetical Teutonic Knights legislation, the time at which it arose he established as in the 14 th or 15 th cen- 202 The Niszczycki digest was published as part of the series Biblioteka starożytna pisarzy polskich, Warszawa 1844, pp. 217-271, by K.W. Wójcicki from a digest print from 1730, which was based on an unknown print from 1659. This is noted by S. Estreicher, Bibliografi a polska, pt. III, vol. 12 (gen. coll. vol. 23), Kraków 1910, p. 161. 203 Krzysztof Niszczycki, castellan of Raciąż (after 1606), voivode of Bełz (1615- †1617) was the captain of Ciechanów in the years 1580-1589 (in 1589 ceded for life to his son -Piotr Niszczycki) and 1600-1609, and the captain of Przasnysz from 1589 (ius communicativum with his wife, Katarzyna of Kutno; in 1589 this was separated from the captainship of Ciechanów) until 1616. In the literature, the date of origin for the digest is accepted as 1559. H. Kotarski, the author of Niszczycki's biographical sketch in the PSB, did mention that, bearing Niszczycki's biography in mind, this digest could not have been made that early. The problem was later addressed by L. Karłowicz (Kiedy powstało prawo bartnicze Krzysztofa Niszczyckiego, "Pszczelarstwo" 1986, no. 6, pp. 21-22 ; also available online on the journal webpage: http://www.miesiecznik-pszczelarstwo. pl). It seems appropriate to accept the hypothesis that the digest arose near the end of the 16 th century or at the beginning of the 17 th tury 208 Thanks to his work 209 it is known that Tuchola laws were patterned after the law in force in the captainships of Świecie, 210 Człuchów 211 and also from Lębork and Bytów (in German: Lauenburg and Bütow) district. 212 Receiving an ordinance also were the honey hunters of Wałcz and of the captainship of Nowy Dwór (1750). 213 The regulation of the rights and obligations of royal honey hunters was also possible through the domanial authority of the monarch. Sigismund III Vasa on 20 December 1630 in Tykocin granted two "privileges" to royal honey hunters from the captainship of Ostrołęka and Łomża (Nowogród honey hunters). The king thereby confi rmed the rights of honey hunters (regarding the particular honey-hunting activities and their selfgovernment), including the maximum amount of tributes to be paid to the captain. 214 These acts were later confi rmed by Ladislaus IV Vasa (1637), John II Casimir Vasa (1660) and Michael I Korybut Wiśniowiecki (1673) . Although the confi rmation that the law was in eff ect did not constitute a source of law (fons iuris oriundi), in that it did not create any new norms, one may not ignore the personal regulation by the king of the situation of honey hunters subject to him. 215 Another example of an act issued by the king within his domanial authority was the ordinance for Biecz honey hunters of 1538. 216 This act, issued by Sigismund I after a petition from his subjects, contained penal provisions (including the death penalty for the theft of bees, destruction of hives, trees, or honey tree markings), specifi ed the rights of honey hunters (including the one to establish hives on royal lands) and estate owners, as well as the obligation that the captain confi rm the alienation of hives. The ordinance was in force both for royal and noble subjects who used the hives located in the forests of the captainship of Biecz. Józef Półćwiartek indicated in his work, the privilege of Ladislaus IV of 1635 for the honey hunters of Leżajsk laid down the principles of payment of honey tributes and of the use of the forest. 217 In its fi ndings, the royal referendaries' court could verify (or also change) the amount and character of tributes for subjects on royal estates. Insofar as decisions applied to honey hunter communities, their legislative character allows these to be regarded as honey hunting law sensu stricto.
There were also acts addressed to honey hunters in ecclesiastical domanial legislation. These are most frequently described as "privileges". The Bishop of Kraków, Marcin Szyszkowski, in 1629 established an annual gathering of honey hunters from the Kielce demesne. These honey hunters also received an ordinance in 1629, which was amended in 1668. 218 Other honey hunters on the Radłów episcopal demesne received privileges as well (1660). 219 In the following century, the Bishop of Kraków Kazimierz Łubieński issued a statute for the honey hunters on the Kielce and Cisów episcopal demesnes (1715) , 220 and Bishop Konstanty Felicjan Szaniawski created a separate honey harvesting organisation on the Cisów estate.
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Honey hunting ordinances were also issued on noble estates. The guild of honey hunters in Wierzchowiska received one (1782).
222 On the Giemły (or Gemel) estate in Royal Prussia, a honey hunting law was in force, patterned on the Tuchola law discussed above.
223 Codes in eff ect in the 17 th century on the Firlej family estates near Kock had the character of a honey hunting ordinance, too.
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An example of a law for unorganised honey hunters was the honey hunting law for the Jabłonna episcopal demesne (belonging to the Bishop of Płock) of 1639, which recorded penalties for, among other things, the theft of bees, destruction of trees or honey tree markings, as well as rules to be followed during swarming. As Hubert Wajs concluded, honey hunting organisations did not operate on these estates. 225 The use of honey tree markings on the property only indicated the regulation of the ownership of honey trees, which may have been a sign for the aspiration to all forms of an organised communitas.
The honey hunting community did not limit itself exclusively to passive acceptance of domanial legislation. It did occur that the community itself took the initiative, which might take the form of a petition (as discussed above) or passing a resolution independently. As a result, one may also identify such sources whereby the primal lawmaker was the communitas of honey hunters itself. This did not occur entirely autonomously, and these legislative acts did require at least the tacit acceptance of the domanial lord (namely, the absence of opposition), similar, for that matter, to resolutions of village communities (gromadas). 226 An example of a law enacted by a community and confi rmed by the lord (in the case, the captain of Świecie) was the resolution of the honey hunters of Drzycim of 1734, in which they voluntarily decided to give 11 pounds of wax for the local church.
227 Also in the Niszczycki digest one can read that "it is an ancient law described in the Honey Acts, resolved by Honey Hunters, that Honey Hunters shall not hollow pines whatsoever […]". 228 Honey hunters' resolutions could also have a comprehensive character, regulating particular law as a whole. The best known was the resolution of the honey hunters of captainship of Łomża, which was recorded and submitted for approval of the captain by Stanisław Skrodzki, on account of whom the collection is known in the literature as the "Skrodzki digest". 229 As the author himself wrote, "these articles now recorded anew for them [i.e. "the honey hunting jurisdiction" -KG] have been approved by all Honey Hunters who love the truth", were submitted to the captain, with the request that the resolution be "approved, confi rmed and signed by Your Lordship's hand". 230 The captain's approval in writing was very important for the honey hunters, as earlier (likely in November 1581 or 1582) "they tried to request that the Articles would be legally recorded with approbation by the Lord Captain [Andrzej Modliszewski 231 -KG]", which he in the end did not do. 232 One may not, however, draw from the earnest desire of the honey hunters for written confi rmation a general conclusion that the law enacted by the community would not be valid without formal approbation. Written confi rmation was above all to increase the effi cacy of the law, so that "transgressions and disobedience of the law would not increase".
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One may note that all of the above norms (or collections of them) did not arise only in the area of the given defi nition of honey hunting law, but moreover were addressed to 226 See the above section devoted to customary law, as well as J. Rafacz (Skrodzki, Art. 79, p. 32; Chronologia polska, ed. B. Włodarski, Warszawa 1957, p. 236) , thus, honey hunting law was fi rst recorded in the autumn of 1581 or 1582 (cf. Z. Gloger, Bartne prawo, p. 118, who dated this in 1583). Because Modliszewski did not give fi nal confi rmation to the law, the honey hunters undertook a new attempt, which likely ended in success in 1616, when Adam Kossobudzki endorsed the "newly […] recorded" Łomża honey hunting law (Skrodzki, p. 8) . 233 Skrodzki, p. 8.
and applied to specifi c communities of honey hunters. This makes it possible to refer to them as particular honey hunting law (honey hunting law sensu stricto). It should be emphasised that it would be an oversimplifi cation to classify normative acts constituting particular honey hunting law as belonging to the general category of village laws or statutes, as did Stanisław Płaza. 234 It is justifi ed to distinguish alongside the latter a similar (yet distinct) collection containing acts which can be called "honey hunting ordinances". This distinction is to a large extent the result of the above separation of particular honey hunting law and rural law as parts of domanial law.
The distinguishing trait of honey hunting ordinances was above all that the norms were addressed to honey hunters or their communities. The addressee thus was a group of bondsmen on a given estate, distinguished by their vocation. As a rule, their scope included questions related to vocational honey harvesting: the tributes owed to the manor, the functioning of their organisations, punishment for behaviour that went against the welfare of the honey hunters, as well as civil legal relations. 235 The initiative in the issuance of this kind of acts would come either from a group of honey hunters or from their domanial lord; the honey hunter community itself could participate in the preparation of the text of the document. These acts constituted a source of statutory law, although some passages might refl ect customs or norms of customary law that were in force in a given area. A particular type of honey hunting ordinance was the digest of honey hunting law. It was distinguished by its scope, surely also to a signifi cant degree it was based on the particular customary law in force (such as e.g. the Niszczycki digest or Tuchola law). Of a character analogous to ordinances was the law enacted by the honey hunter communities themselves. The necessity for at least the tacit acceptance of such laws by the domanial lord means that, although they are genetically diff erent, formally they did not diff er signifi cantly from law enacted directly by the owner. Confi rmation, however, (as in the case of the Skrodzki digest) had a positive eff ect on the enforceability of the law.
Honey hunting ordinances (including digests of honey hunting law) were thus acts of domanial legislation similar to village laws or statutes, addressed to a group of vocational honey hunters that were distinct from the village community (gromada).
It should be emphasised that like customary law, such statutory particular honey hunting law did not require the approval of the public authorities. This area, like domanial legislation as a whole, remained entirely under the power of the landowner.
Summary
Norms belonging to honey hunting law were enacted by practically all law-making bodies known in pre-1795 Poland: the king, the Sejm, local assemblies (sejmiks), landlords, and honey hunter communities themselves. Much as in the case of customary law, only norms that were directly addressed to specifi c honey hunter communities belonged to particular law (honey hunting law sensu stricto). This was above all law enacted for subject honey hunters by domanial lords: nobles, clergy, the monarch or captains acting in his name.
The remaining norms cannot be classifi ed as honey hunting law sensu stricto. Domanial law, although it per se constituted ius particulare, it also contained norms which only indirectly applied to honey hunters, and so this was not particular honey hunting law (sensu stricto), much like royal privileges, which were directed toward landowners and aff ected the subject honey hunters indirectly. On the other hand, a source belonging to common law (privileges and royal statutes, Sejm legislation) were not addressed to specifi c communities, were general in character and in eff ect could aff ect honey harvesting relations only indirectly.
Results
Norms, which according to the above defi nition may be classifi ed as honey hunting law, were present in both customary and statutory law. The catalogue of such regulations was quite broad and diverse. It included both Polish 13 th -century customary law as well as 18 th century domanial law, Sejm constitutions for all of the Kingdom, and provisions for small villages and honey hunter communities. How can one systematise such a heterogeneous assemblage?
An answer to that question was off ered by Karol Buczek. He advanced the thesis that the prevalence of honey hunting in the Middle Ages resulted in the appearance of nearly universal (customary and statutory) norms associated with e.g. the ownership and use of beehives (and surely penalties for damages to them as well). 236 One might add that this did not only apply to common law. Similar isolated regulations also appear e.g. in the sources of Polish municipal law, 237 Kulm law, 238 and the Statute for the Armenians. 239 This was surely an eff ect of the presence of "honey hunting" norms in the original sources of these systems: German law or the Armenian Datastanagirk. Thus, in many collections of norms (in customary law or royal statutes) there appear regulations that were still necessary on a general level. The more developed the honey harvesting economy became, the more detailed the laws were, which is shown by the example of the Masovian Statute of 1401. This of course did not exclude the existence of particular laws where it was needed on account of the particularly strong honey economy (e.g. in primeval forests), which as a rule was associated with the appearance of the fi rst forms of honey hunter organisations. Decline of the range and prevalence of honey hunting made the general regulations superfl uous.
240 Particular laws were suffi cient, whether they were based on ancient customs or whether they arose with the participation of the honey hunters' domanial lord. The acts in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (the Statutes of Lithuania and other economic laws), which were broader than the regulations in Polish law, only demonstrate the signifi cant role played by grand ducal forests.
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The norms of non-particular law (e.g. Polish common law that could be found in royal statutes or Sejm constitutions) could regulate the status of honey hunters, and so these cannot be rejected when researching honey hunting relations. However, these must be clearly diff erentiated from honey hunting law sensu stricto. The latter was associated with the functioning of "empowered" honey hunting communities and constituted their particular law and determined their autonomy. At the same time, every such law proceeded from the body of local domanial law, regardless of whether it was on a royal (or grand ducal), ecclesiastical, or noble estate.
A fundamental problem that arose at this point was the diff erentiation of "particular honey hunting law" from the remaining "products" of the legislative activity of the domanial lord, who after all produced norms for "ordinary" bondsmen as well. Given that the legislative techniques of the time were burdened by a lack of precision, this problem could not always be resolved. Nevertheless, as the criterion distinguishing domanial "honey hunting law" from the rest of rural legislation, the addressee has been adopted. If a lord's act was directed expressis verbis or implicite to a honey hunting community subject to him, then such laws may be counted as particular honey hunting law (i.e. sensu stricto). This especially applies to acts which were issued at the request of the community, as well as the eff ects of the honey hunting communities themselves. Such honey hunting laws could of course be included in regulations of a general character, as long as they were addressed directly to the community. If, however, a law referred to bondsmen generally, it was an "ordinary" village law, even if the subject of the regulation was related matters, e.g. the protection of honey trees.
Systemisation of the question of how to divide these two groups of norms (nonparticular and particular) may be done in two ways: by eliminating "universal" (i.e. non-particular) norms and giving the name honey hunting law only to laws particular to honey hunters, or also by classifying all norms to the "collection" of "honey hunting law" while simultaneously dividing them into norms sensu stricto (referring strictly to communities as their ius particulare) and norms sensu largo (also including regulations of honey hunter relations at a level higher than that of the community). The second option appears to be more justifi ed, as it does not exclude numerous sources of law which are relevant to honey hunter relations. At the same time, it allows one to distinguish those norms which were strictly associated with their independence and autonomy.
In sum, one may count as honey hunting law sensu stricto (that is, honey hunting ius particulare) those laws that applied to specifi c honey hunter communities, either customary or statutory (enacted by the community itself, or directed toward them by the domanial lord).
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Honey hunting law sensu largo, side from the norms of particular honey hunting law, in the light of the concepts outlined above, also included:
• common law norms, either customary or statutory in the form of general privileges, statutes, Sejm constitutions, etc.; • norms from other particular laws: some sources of Polish municipal law, Kulm law and the Statutes for the Armenians, privileges of immunity, local assemblies (sejmiks) legislation as well as domanial legislation not directed toward a specifi c community of honey hunters.
Conclusion
In summary, according to the defi nition presented at the beginning, honey hunting law was a "collection" of legal norms (customary and statutory) which regulated relations between honey hunters, as well as between honey hunters and their domanial lords or protected the rights of honey hunters (the subjective aspect). Honey hunting law fundamentally concerned questions regarding the keeping of bees (the objective aspect). All these legal norms constituted honey hunting law sensu largo -each of them, in a particular space, regulated honey hunting relations. The appearance of the fi rst norms was 242 K. Buczek argued that for the period he studied (the Middle Ages) other groups of ducal "men of service" (in Polish: ludność służebna; it is hard to fi nd a suitable term in English -"men of service" were ducal subjects that were obliged to perform specifi c services or produce particular goods for their duke; see more in K. Modzelewski, Organizacja gospodarcza państwa piastowskiego…, pp. 152-165; idem, Chłopi w monarchii wczesnopiastowskiej, p. 99 ff ) had similar laws (K. Buczek, Książęca ludność służebna…, p. 84). K. Modzelewski counted also honey hunters ("hive-makers") as "men of service" and argued (in essence similarly to Buczek) that "diverse peasant group laws were born with the diversifi cation of their functions" (ibidem, p. 106). Both medievalists agree that "group laws" did not change the status of particular groups of "men of service" and in the period studied, "they concerned in fact only a type of duty […] . Ius and offi cium accompanied each other, one resulted from the other" (K. Modzelewski, Organizacja gospodarcza państwa piastowskiego…, p. 161; see also K. Buczek, Książęca ludność służebna…, p. 93) . One may only resume that the seeds of Masovian honey hunter organisations known in the late Middle Ages (the 15 th century) could be, in a certain sense, a continuation of groups of "men of service" of the Dukes of Masovia known earlier. Perhaps, the original "men of service" over time formed brotherhoods organised by honey hunters, which later were subject to the ducal captains. Buczek noted that " [Masovian -KG] honey hunters in the 16 th and subsequent centuries still constituted something of a kind of ducal "men of service", whose laws were based necessarily on the old ones" (ibidem, p. 85). In order to support Buczek's supposition, it should be pointed out that analogously to those of honey hunters, shepherds also had "vocational" self-government courts (and perhaps also customary law) in some regions in the modern era (B. Baranowski linked with the necessity of regulating important questions related to honey harvesting, which in the Middle Ages was a fairly widespread occupation. Thus, one can fi nd provisions of honey hunting law in Polish ancient customary law, as well as in the fi rst statutes. Norms concerning honey hunting functioned also outside of common law e.g. as domanial ius particulare, especially when local honey hunting was quite intensive. With the coming of the modern era, the importance of honey hunting declined, and general regulation ceased to be necessary. They remained in places where the honey economy proved resilient: in the forests of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, in northern Masovia and in Royal Prussia. Thus, in the Statutes of Lithuania one can fi nd a range of honey hunting provisions, and Masovia and Prussia abounded in normative acts issued by domanial lords.
Some of the honey hunting legal norms were associated with specifi c estates, and even with particular honey hunter communities. These norms ordinarily constituted the basis for self-governance organised in the community of honey hunters and were their ius particulare. For the purposes of this work, these have been described as honey hunting law sensu stricto. They entered into the body of domanial law, much as rural law did. Their validity depended on the consent of the landowner, but this did not have to be expressed in a formal manner. The addressee diff erentiated these from other norms in eff ect on a given estate, as they were addressed to the honey hunter community, and so to a group of bondsmen who were diff erent in terms of the profession they practiced, as a rule with the status of a legal entity. The object of regulation was questions related to forest beekeeping.
It seems that the concept introduced for the purpose of this work of honey hunting law sensu largo as well as that of particular honey hunting law (sensu stricto) belonging to domanial law may assist future researchers in conducting more clear and eff ective analysis of honey hunting law, not only in terms of the its institutions, but also of its place in the system of the sources of law in pre-1795 Poland.
Incidentally to the discussion, one might still note that both village communities and honey hunter communities exhibited similar forms of organisation (communitates) with a personal character. 243 One may thus call them corporations. They functioned in a permanent location, although their territorial structure might be modifi ed (by the domanial lord). The essence of the community however was the personal substratum: its members. The degree of "empowerment" of these communities depended on the ability of their members to organise themselves. One can see that particularly in honey hunter communities, which were distinctive for their high independence and even autonomy vis à vis their domanial lords. As discussed above, this was an eff ect, among other things, of the peculiarities of the vocation. Both village communities and honey hunter communities were entities that could initiate the recording of their customs or even establish a new law. Both communities were however subject to the domanial lord, the eff ect of which was subjugation to the owner of their estate (on royal estates also the king, who was represented by the captain administering the estate). The domanial lord had the right to verify customary law as well as to create law, but the power to enforce these rights in practice depended on the strength of the village community or the honey hunter community.
In pre-1795 Poland, one can fi nd many examples of plebeian (i.e. non-noble) corporations, and thus communities which were not part of the nobility and were frequently dependent on an estate owner (nobles, clergy, the monarch). Such corporations had varying degrees of independence and autonomy, which depended on their owner, but also on the character of the corporation (village community, honey hunting community, town). This phenomenon seems to off er an interesting fi eld for research, also (and perhaps most of all) for legal historians.
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